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High-resolution spectra, including hyperfine structure, have been observed for numerous
vibrational-rotational levels (v,N) of the 43S1 Rydberg state of the NaK molecule. The data have
been used to construct a Rydberg–Klein–Rees potential curve, and this molecular potential has been
further refined using the inverse perturbation approximation method. Bound-free emission from the
4 3S1 electronic state to the repulsivea(1) 3S1 state has also been measured and used to determine
both the absolute vibrational numbering and the transition dipole moment functionM (R). The
experimentally derived potential curve andM (R) are compared with recent theoretical calculations
of Magnieret al.; the agreement is very good. Each of the levels (v,N) is typically split into three
sets of sublevels by the Fermi contact interactionbI "S. Further splitting~of order 0.004 cm21) has
been attributed to the spin-rotation interactiongN"S. The patterns observed exhibit a clear transition
from Hund’s casebbS for smallN toward Hund’s casebbJ for largeN. The data can be fitted very
well using a theoretical model based on setting up and diagonalizing a 12312 Hamiltonian matrix
with two adjustable parameters (b and g!. The values ofb that fit the data best are;(0.99
60.04)31022 cm21, with a weak dependence onv. The best fit values ofg are in the range
1 – 631024 cm21 and depend strongly onv. The values ofg appear to exhibit anomalous structure
for (v,N) levels perturbed by nearby levels of the 33P state. © 2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1590638#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In our laboratory we are carrying out a program of hig
resolution spectroscopic studies of the fine and hyper
structure of excited triplet states of NaK. Sodium–potassi
mixtures are of current interest for mixed-species atom tra
and the NaK high-lying triplet states are of particular inter
for the understanding of future sodium–potassium photo
sociation spectra. Recently we published an init
investigation1 of the 13D state of NaK. In the present pape
we extend our work to the 43S1 state. One of the mos
interesting features of this work is the demonstration t
different electronic states of NaK exhibit quite different b
havior. Different electronic states, and even different ro
tional levels within the same electronic state, often exh
strikingly different hyperfine structure. The analysis of th
behavior will provide important information about fund
mental electronic and magnetic interactions in molecules
4740021-9606/2003/119(9)/4743/12/$20.00
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As in our previous work,1 we use the technique o
‘‘perturbation-facilitated, optical–optical double resonanc
~PFOODR! ~Refs. 2–29! to probe excited triplet states. Thi
technique involves two-step excitation from the sing
ground state to a highly excited triplet state through spec
intermediate-state rovibrational ‘‘window’’ levels that dis
play both singlet and triplet character due to perturbatio
When one uses narrow-band continuous-wave~cw! lasers~as
we do!, this technique is also capable of very high resoluti
since it is inherently Doppler free. Previous studies using t
method have investigated the hyperfine structure of m
triplet states of Na2 ~Refs. 6–12 and 30–34!, a few triplet
states of Li2 ~Refs. 6, 14, 15, 29, and 35!, and also triplet
states of NaRb~Refs. 36 and 37! and NaK~Refs. 3, 26–28,
and 38–40!.

We have measured the average energies of a total of
vibrational-rotational levels (v,N) with 0<v<33 and 14
<N<46. The potential curve of the 43S1 state is not com-
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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4744 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 9, 1 September 2003 Burns et al.
pletely smooth; calculations by Magnieret al.41,42 indicate
that it should exhibit a slight shelf. Our results indicate th
a traditional Dunham expansion of the (v,N) level ener-
gies is unsatisfactory, so we developed an alternative ex
sion and used it to construct the Rydberg–Klein–R
~RKR! potential curve. This RKR curve was then refin
using the inverse perturbation approximation~IPA!
method.43 Both the RKR and IPA potentials exhibit a she
that is slightly more pronounced than the one predicted
the calculations.

The 43S1 state exhibits novel hyperfine structure sin
as aS state its first-order spin–orbit interaction is zero. Th
case is quite different from the situation observed in o
previous study1 of the 13D state, where for each level (v,N)
a large spin–orbit interaction leads to a coarse structure,
then the Fermi contact interactionbI•S leads to a finer split-
ting. For the 43S1 state, the Fermi contact interaction lea
to the coarse structure, and a still finer structure has b
observed, which we attribute to the spin-rotation interact
gN•S. The angular momentum coupling approximately fo
lows Hund’s casebbS , although systematic deviations from
this limit in the direction of casebbJ are clearly seen asN
~nuclear rotation! increases. By numerically diagonalizing
model Hamiltonian, we are able to reproduce the obser
energy levels for intermediate coupling cases with high
curacy. We achieve a satisfactory fit to the observed hy
fine energies of each rovibrational level with the adjusta
parametersb and g. The value ofb depends weakly onv,
andg depends strongly onv.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II describ
the details of the experiment and the data obtained. Sec
III describes the analysis and interpretation of the data.
discussion includes the spectroscopic parameters for the
brational and rotational energy levels, the RKR and IPA p
tentials for the 43S1 state, the general features of the hyp
fine structure, and the methodology we have develope
model that structure. Section IV contains concluding
marks.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup is the same as that descr
in Ref. 1 and is shown in Fig. 1 of that reference. Briefl
a mixture of sodium and potassium is heated in a fo
arm cross heat-pipe oven.44 The oven temperature is main
tained in the range 361– 395 °C. The densities of the vari
atomic and molecular species~at T;380 °C) are ;3.6
31016 cm23 ~atomic potassium!, 3.231015 cm23 ~atomic
sodium!, 2.931014 cm23 (K2), 5.831013 cm23 (Na2), and
1.631014 cm23 ~NaK!.45,46 Argon gas at a pressure of 1–
Torr in the oven is used to keep the hot alkali vapor aw
from the oven windows.

The basic idea of the PFOODR experiment is dep
ted schematically in Fig. 1. A single-mode cw dye laser~Co-
herent model 699-29,;300 mW output power in the 720–
760 nm range using LD700 dye when pumped by a 5
krypton ion laser! is used as the pump laser to excite Na
molecules on variousb(1) 3P(vb ,J);A(2) 1S1(vA ,J)
←X(1)1S1(vX ,J61) transitions, where the upper lev
is a mixed singlet-triplet ‘‘window’’ level. A single-mode cw
Downloaded 13 Jan 2004 to 128.180.23.36. Redistribution subject to A
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Ti:sapphire laser~Coherent model 899-29, 500–600 mW
output power in the range 700–900 nm when pump
by a 10-W argon ion laser! is used as the probe laser
excite the NaK molecules further to various levels of t
4 3S1 state, i.e., 43S1(vS ,N5J61)←b(1) 3P(vb ,J)
;A(2)1S1(vA ,J). The pump and probe beams are focus
with 100 and 200 cm focal-length lenses, respectively, a
the beams counterpropagate through the oven. In the
stages of the experiment we found we could improve
signal-to-noise ratio by adding 67 and 44.4 cm focal-len
lenses to the pump and probe beam paths, respectively.

Several detectors are used to collect laser-indu
fluorescence emitted in a direction perpendicular to the a
of the laser beams. A freestanding photomultiplier tu
~PMT! ~Hamamatsu R406!, equipped with a 700–1000 nm
bandpass filter, is used to monitor totalA(2) 1S1(vA ,J)
→X(1)1S1(vX ,J61) fluorescence as the pump laser fr
quency is scanned. Once a particularb(1) 3P(vb ,J)
;A(2) 1S1(vA ,J) window level is located, the pump lase
frequency is fixed to line center of the appropriate tran
tion. A second freestanding PMT~Hamamatsu R928! is
equipped with either a set of three 364–539 nm bandp
filters ~Oriel model 51710! with a 465 nm transmission
peak or with a 400–550 nm bandpass filter~SCOG model
QB23! in combination with a 625 nm shortpass filter~Rey-
nard model 935!. This detector is used to monitor bound-fre
NaK 4 3S1→a(1) 3S1 fluorescence as the probe laser fr
quency is tuned through various 43S1(vS ,N5J61)
←b(1) 3P(vb ,J);A(2) 1S1(vA ,J) transitions. Doppler-
free transitions to levels of the 43S1 state can easily be
distinguished from transitions to other triplet electronic sta
in the same probe laser frequency range by their distinc
signature pattern~see Fig. 2!. The pump laser is mechan
cally chopped and lock-in detection is employed. Resolv

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram showing NaK molecular potentials and
PFOODR pumping scheme used in this experiment.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. 43S1 hyperfine structure for differentN values.P branch transitions (DN521) are on the left, andR branch transitions (DN511) are on the right.
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fluorescence scans can also be recorded with
monochromator–PMT system. In the present experim
resolved bound-free 43S1→a(1) 3S1 fluorescence was re
corded with the pump and probe lasers fixed to a partic
4 3S1(vS ,N5 J61)← b(1) 3P(vb ,J) ; A(2) 1S1(vA ,J)
←X(1) 1S1(vX ,J61) double-resonance transition. The
scans were used to determine the absolute vibrational n
bering of the 43S1(vS) levels as described below. The d
tection efficiency of the monochromator–PMT system a
function of wavelength was determined using a calibra
tungsten-halogen white light source.47

The wavemeter of the pump laser was calibrated
comparing frequencies of I2 laser-induced fluorescence line
to those listed in the iodine atlas.48 The probe laser waveme
ter was calibrated using optogalvanic signals from neon tr
sitions in a hollow cathode lamp. Absolute energies
4 3S1(vS ,N) levels are considered to be accurate
;0.02 cm21. However, splittings between hyperfine an
spin-rotation components are determined to much higher
curacy, typically 0.001 cm21 ~30 MHz!.

III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. Rotational level structure
and vibrational numbering

Transitions to the NaK 43S1 state are easily distin
guished from those to other nearby triplet states because
display the characteristic signature patterns shown in Fig
These rotational line patterns look quite similar to those
Downloaded 13 Jan 2004 to 128.180.23.36. Redistribution subject to A
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the 6Li7Li 3 3Sg
1 state35 and are formed by a combination o

hyperfine structure~Fermi contact interaction! and the spin-
rotation interaction. They are also very different from t
line shapes associated with the 13D state1 and the 33P
state.49 A discussion of this structure is given in Secs. III
and III F below. The1/2 parity of an intermediate stat
window level b(1) 3P(vb ,J);A(2) 1S1(vA ,J) is given
by (21)J. Similarly, the parity of a 43S1(v,N) level is
given by (21)N. Due to the dipole selection rules,1↔2,
1↔” 1, 2↔” 2 transitions are observed from a given inte
mediate window levelb(1) 3P(vb ,J);A(2) 1S1(vA ,J) to
only two 43S1 rotational levels, characterized byN5J61
(R andP lines! for each vibrational levelvS .

The intensities for P line pumping (DN[Nupper

2Nlower521) shown in Fig. 2~c! build at the high-
frequency end of the hyperfine multiplet line shape. Co
versely, theR line (DN511) intensities shown in Fig. 2~d!
trail off at the high-frequency end. This behavior can
qualitatively understood by considering selection rules,
shown in Fig. 3. The lines drawn correspond to the poss
transitions that satisfy the selection ruleDF50,61. Because
of the details of our two-laser pumping scheme,1 every tran-
sition that reaches a particular upper state contributes to
peak corresponding to that upper state. The initial wind
level does not matter. Thus, in a simple statistical model,
intensity of each observed peak is proportional to the num
of allowed transitions reaching the corresponding upper
perfine level. ForP lines, shown on the left, no transition i
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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4746 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 9, 1 September 2003 Burns et al.
possible from a window level to the lowest energy level
theG5 5

2 multiplet; only one transition is possible to the ne
highest, two transitions to the next, and so forth. TheR lines
on the right exhibit the opposite behavior: no transition
possible from a window level to the highest energy level
the G5 5

2 multiplet, and there is a gradual increase in t
number of transitions possible as the frequency decrea
These arguments provide a qualitative explanation of
contrasting behaviors of theP andR branch scans shown i
Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!. They also demonstrate that the spi
rotation constantg is positive~see below!.

Five previously known1,50,51 intermediate state window
levels ~listed in Table I! were used to record the prese
spectra. In all, 114 transitions were recorded, represen

FIG. 3. 43S1 state rotational line structure and selection rules.

TABLE I. Vibrational and rotational quantum numbers for the window le
els originally observed in Refs. 1, 50, and 51. The window levels are
scribed by the designationb(1) 3P(vb ,J);A(2) 1S1(vA ,J). In each case,
either the mostly singlet or the mostly triplet component can be used a
intermediate level in the PFOODR pumping scheme.

vb J vA

15 15 15
17 26 18
15 27 15
12 38 11
18 45 20
Downloaded 13 Jan 2004 to 128.180.23.36. Redistribution subject to A
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4 3S1 vibrational levels ranging from 0 to 33 and rotation
levelsN514, 16, 25, 26, 27, 28, 37, 39, 44, and 46~107 total
4 3S1 levels!. The observed transitions are availab
electronically.52

The absolute vibrational numbering was determin
from the spectrally resolved 43S1→a(1) 3S1 bound-free
fluorescence recorded with the pump and probe laser
quencies fixed to populate a particular upper state le
4 3S1(vS ,N). Examples of these spectra are shown in F
4~a! for vS50, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 8~with N537). According to
the classical Franck–Condon principle, the oscillations in
continuous spectrum directly reflect the oscillations in t
upper bound-state radial probability distribution~radial wave
function squared!.50 Because the 43S12a(1) 3S1 differ-
ence potential is a monotonic function over the region
internuclear separation spanned by the upper bound-s
wave function, the number of nodes in the spectrum give
direct measure of the vibrational numbering of the upp
state level. Figure 4~b! shows quantum mechanica
simulations53 of the same 43S1(v,N537)→a(1) 3S1

emission based upon the experimental IPA 43S1 potential
determined here, the composite experimentala(1) 3S1 po-
tential of Refs. 28 and 54, and the theoretical dipole mom
function of Magnieret al.42 These results are discussed fu
ther in Sec. III D.

B. The 4 3S¿ RKR potential

The 43S1 state is a ‘‘shelf’’ state due to interaction
among several3S1 states.41,42The shelf manifests itself by a
kink in the plot of the vibrational level spacing (DGv) versus
vibrational levelv. Figure 5 shows such a plot created usi
the theoretical 43S1 state potential of Magnieret al.41,42

~solid circles!. Figure 6 shows a similar plot of the depe
dence of the rotational constantBv on vibrational quantum
numberv.

It is clear from the plots shown in Figs. 5 and 6 that
Dunham expansion is unlikely to produce a good fit to t
data, and this was indeed found to be the case. Instead,
liminary values ofTv , Bv , andDv were determined for each
4 3S1 vibrational level for which at least three differentN’s
were available by fitting to the quadratic functionE(v,N)
5Tv1Bvx2Dvx2, wherex5N(N11). The values ofDv

were fairly constant, and the average wasD̄52.169
31027 cm21. Then we fixedDv at this value for allv ’s and
determined the final values ofTv and Bv for each investi-
gated vibrational level using the functionE(v,N)5Tv

1Bvx2D̄x2. The results, which are listed in Table II, repro
duce the experimental energies with a standard deviatio
0.019 cm21. Experimental values ofDGv5Tv2Tv21 and
Bv obtained in this work are also plotted in Figs. 5 and
Comparison of the experimental and theoreticalDGv values
in Fig. 5 indicates that the change of slope in the poten
curve at the shelf is more pronounced than theory predic

We found we could accurately fitTv and Bv using a
quadratic polynomial in (v1 1

2) as a first approximation and
then adding a Fourier series to represent the residual osc
tions. The explicit forms of the fitting functions we used a

-

he
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FIG. 4. Measured and simulated 43S1(v,N537)→a(1) 3S1 bound-free fluorescence spectra. Panel~a! shows the experimental spectra~intensity per unit
wavelength interval! corrected for the relative detection system efficiency vs wavelength. Panel~b! shows spectra simulated using the experimental I
potential determined in the present work and the theoretical transition dipole moment function of Magnieret al. ~Ref. 42! ~solid lines! plus, for comparison,
every fifth data point from panel~a!. Panel~c! shows spectra simulated using a dipole moment function that is constant with internuclear separationR. In ~b!
and~c! the theoretical spectra were scaled to the experimental spectra at the shortest wavelength peak forv50, 1 and 2, at the second peak forv53 and 4,
and at the third peak forv58.
o
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d d
Tv5C11C2y1C3y21 (
n51

10

Cn14 cos~nC4y! ~1!

and

Bv5C181C28y1C38y21 (
n51

10

Cn148 cos~nC48y!, ~2!

wherey5v1 1
2. The constantsCn andCn8 are listed in Table

III. The Tv and Bv functions in Eqs.~1! and ~2!, combined
with the fixed valueD̄52.16931027 cm21, reproduce the
experimental energies with a standard deviation

FIG. 5. DGv vs v for 4 3S1: theory and experiment. The points labele
‘‘theory’’ were calculated by us using the theoretical 43S1 potential curve
of Magnieret al. ~Refs. 41 and 42!.
Downloaded 13 Jan 2004 to 128.180.23.36. Redistribution subject to A
f

0.41 cm21. Conventional spectroscopic constantsTe, ve,
vexe, and Be, derived from the fitting constants, are als
listed in Table III.

Finally, we modified LeRoy’s RKR1 program55 slightly
so that it would accept these functions rather than Dunh
coefficients and would use them to determine an RKR
tential for the 43S1 state. The RKR turning points are liste
in Table 2 of the accompanying EPAPS file.52 The program
LEVEL 7.4 ~Ref. 56! was used to calculate energies
4 3S1(v,N) levels from the RKR potential. The RKR point
Rmin(v) and Rmax(v) were truncated forv.30. LEVEL ex-
trapolated the potential points to smaller values ofR using an

FIG. 6. Bv vs v for 4 3S1: theory and experiment. The points labele
‘‘theory’’ were calculated by us using the theoretical 43S1 potential curve
of Magnieret al. ~Refs. 41 and 42!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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4748 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 9, 1 September 2003 Burns et al.
TABLE II. Measured values ofTv , DGv , andBv for the NaK 43S1 state.
In the fits, Dv was fixed at the valueD̄52.16931027 cm21 for all v.
Uncertainties in the least significant digits are given in parentheses. Un
tainties are only reported for vibrational levels where three or more r
tional levels were recorded.

v Tv (cm21) DGv (cm21) Bv (cm21)

0 23979.382 0.06496
1 24052.450 73.069 0.06429
2 24123.973~9! 71.522 0.06356~1!

3 24193.724 69.752 0.06270
4 24261.235~32! 67.511 0.06160~2!

5 24325.597 64.361 0.06005
6 24385.158~7! 59.562 0.05746~1!

7 24436.390 51.232 0.05473
8 24481.217~22! 44.826 0.05447~1!

9 24528.081 46.864 0.05462
10
11 24626.715 49.317 0.05439
12
13 24728.974 51.130 0.05399
14 24780.921 51.947 0.05367
15 24832.873 51.952 0.05355
16 24885.359~8! 52.486 0.05314~1!

17 24937.676~9! 52.317 0.05282~1!

18 24989.973~2! 52.297 0.05243~1!

19 25041.938~8! 51.966 0.05204~1!

20 25093.728~11! 51.789 0.05164~1!

21 25145.054~2! 51.326 0.05120~1!

22
23 25246.651~16! 50.798 0.05028~1!

24 25297.070 50.420 0.04901
25 25345.684 48.614 0.04906
26 25394.804~9! 49.120 0.04796~1!

27 25441.258~5! 46.454 0.04786~1!

28 25488.130~5! 46.872 0.04734~1!

29 25534.020~25! 45.890 0.04661~1!

30 25578.618~3! 44.598 0.04605~1!

31 25622.333~29! 43.715 0.04473~3!

32 25664.576~2! 42.243 0.04406~1!

33 25705.989~4! 41.414 0.04271~1!
Downloaded 13 Jan 2004 to 128.180.23.36. Redistribution subject to A
exponential function and to larger values ofR using an in-
verse power law. This procedure improved the agreem
between the experimental and calculated energies for 30<v
<33. The calculated energies match the experimental e
gies for all measured levels (v50 – 33) with a standard de
viation of 0.55 cm21.

C. IPA potential

The inverse perturbation approximation~IPA! method43

can be used to find a potentialV(R) whose calculated rovi-
brational energy levelsEcalc(v,N) match experimentally
measured energies as closely as possible. The methodo
has been documented;43 the essential feature is that one sta
with an approximate ‘‘reference’’ potentialV0(R) whose en-
ergies roughly match the experimental values and seek
find a potential

V~R!5V0~R!1dV~R! ~3!

that matches the data better. The method is based on var
the values ofdV(R) at a set ofP pointsR1 ,R2 , . . . ,RP in
order to achieve the best agreement between experimen
calculation. Values ofdV(R) at intermediate points are ob
tained by cubic spline. The method normally must be it
ated. One uses theV(R) found in one cycle as the ‘‘refer
ence’’ potential for the next cycle.

The calculations reported here were performed usin
modified version of the publicly available code.43 We simpli-
fied the input files required, and we adapted subroutines f
the programLEVEL ~Ref. 56! to calculate the rovibrationa
energy levels of the reference potential. UsingLEVEL has the
advantage that initial guesses for the energy levels are
required.

Because the IPA method adjusts the values of the po
tial on a grid of points, it can introduce unphysical structu
~‘‘wiggles’’ ! into the result. To minimize this effect in th
present case, we decided first to smooth the RKR poten
presented above, since the RKR curve already showed s

er-
-

ts,
within
TABLE III. Spectroscopic constants and fitting constants forTv andBv for the NaK 43S1 state. The fitting
constants are defined in the text in Eqs.~1! and~2!. The large numbers of digits reported in the fitting constan
which are more than are statistically significant, are required to reproduce the experimental energies to
the accuracy quoted in the text.

Fitting constants (cm21)
Spectroscopic constants (cm21) Vibrational Rotational

Te 23940.4560.23 C1 23795.4733618.0 C18 8.6560E20269.0E203

ve 78.9460.03 C2 78.9428561.9 C28 22.5334E20368.8E204

vexe 2.869460.0009 C3 20.57950460.037 C38 2.2663E20561.5E205

Be 0.066260.0001 C4
a 0.11160.007 C48

a 9.7310E20265.0E203
C5 115.3688610.9 C58 21.6491E20265.4E203
C6 32.116764.6 C68 21.402E20361.4E203
C7 1.845662.3 C78 22.84E20466.2E204
C8 23.657960.83 C88 2.73E20463.9E204
C9 23.736260.56 C98 22.92E20463.2E204
C10 21.224561.0 C108 23.78E20461.9E204
C11 0.712160.64 C118 26.42E20462.3E204
C12 1.504560.44 C128 25.99E20461.4E204
C13 1.525860.29 C138 23.54E20461.1E204
C14 0.525060.58 C148 22.37E20461.3E204

aC4 andC48 are dimensionless.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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4749J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 9, 1 September 2003 The 4 3S1 state of NaK
small wiggles on the inner wall. We plotted the RKR inn
wall turning pointsRmin versus energy and fitted these poin
to the function

Rmin5A1 ln@~E2A2!/A3#, ~4!

which is equivalent to fitting the energies to an exponen
function E5A3 exp(Rmin /A1)1A2. The inner-wall turning
points were corrected to the fitted values, and the outer-w
turning points were also adjusted to maintain the differen
(Rmax2Rmin) calculated in the RKR analysis. We used th
smoothed version of the RKR curve as the reference po
tial V0(R) in the first iteration of IPA. The standard deviatio
of the calculated versus experimental energies w
0.74 cm21 for V0(R).

Following each iteration, we calculated the energy lev
of the current IPA potential and compared them with t
experimental values. We also plotted the IPA potential to
if any unphysical wiggles had been introduced during t
iteration. In the early iterations, we used a very coarse grid
points ~starting with P55) and we slowly increased thi
number in subsequent iterations~eventually reachingP
535). Using more grid points led to wiggles on the inner
outer wall. The IPA program allows the user to freeze
potential for some grid points while varying it for others in
particular iteration. Therefore, once relatively good agr
ment was obtained for the lower-level energies, we froze
potential near the bottom of the well and only varied poi
higher on the inner wall or on the outer wall~or both!. The
final IPA curve, listed in Table 3 of the accompanyin
EPAPS file,52 was obtained by seeking a compromise b
tween the goals of a reasonably smooth curve and g
agreement between calculated and measured level ene
The standard deviation of the calculated versus experime
level energies for the final IPA potential is 0.14 cm21. The
IPA potential obtained in this work is shown in comparis
to the theoretical potential of Magnieret al.41,42 in Fig. 7.

FIG. 7. Comparison of the IPA potential for the 43S1 state of NaK~solid
curve! with the theoretical calculation of Magnieret al. ~dashed curve!
~Refs. 41 and 42!. The RKR curve is not plotted because on the scale of
figure, it would be difficult to see the difference between the IPA and R
curves. At allR values, the difference between the IPA and RKR curves
less than 30 cm21.
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D. The 4 3S¿\a„1… 3S¿ transition dipole moment

The intensity of the bound-free 43S1(v8,N8,J8)
→a(1) 3S1 fluorescence emission within a rangedl about
l is given by50

dI~l!

dl
dl5

128p5c2\Nu

3l6 (
J9

SJ8J9

3F E
0

`

xu
v8J8~R!M ~R!x l

El ,J9~R!dRG2

dl,

~5!

whereNu is the number of molecules in the upper state a

SJ8J9 is the Honl–London factor.xu
v8J8(R) and x l

El ,J9(R)
are, respectively, the wave functions for the upper, bou
state of energyEu and for the lower, continuum state o
energyEl . These wave functions are taken to be real, a

x l
El ,J9(R) is energy normalized.M (R) is the transition di-

pole moment function, andEu2El5hc/l. Equation~5! gen-
erally predicts oscillatory spectra for cases like this o
where the difference potential is monotonic over the relev
range of internuclear separation. The positions of the no
contain information on the shapes of the upper- and low
state potentials, and the relative intensities of the peaks
veal information aboutM (R).

Figure 4~c! shows a series of simulated spectra obtain
using the IPA potential obtained in the present work a
assuming that the dipole momentM (R) is a constant. The
calculations were performed with the programBCONT ~Ref.
53!. Note that the lower statea(1) 3S1 has a shallow well at

s

s

FIG. 8. Comparison of best-fit quadratic 43S1→a(1) 3S1 transition
dipole moment functionM (R) with the calculations of Magnieret al.
~Ref. 42!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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large internuclear separation, so that the short-wavelen
end of the fluorescence band consists of unresolved disc
lines that are not calculated by the simulation program.
the present case, due to the shape of the lower-state pote
the long-wavelength end of the resolved fluorescence is
termined primarily by the potentials and transition dipo
moment at smallR, while the short-wavelength end of th
fluorescence spectrum is determined by the potentials
dipole moment at largeR. Thus a comparison of the simu
lations and experimental spectra of Fig. 4~c! indicates that
the transition dipole moment function must increase asR
increases over the range 3.7–5.5 Å. We have fitted the
perimental spectra@relative intensities of the bound-free o
cillations in Fig. 4~a!# using a quadratic approximation fo
the dipole moment function,M (R)5M01M1(R2Re)/Re

1M2(R2Re)
2/Re

2, where Re54.20 Å is the measured
equilibrium separation of the 43S1 state. Since the measure
ments determine relative intensities, only the ratiosM1 /M0

and M2 /M0 are determined. The best-fit values obtain
were M1 /M052.865 andM2 /M0515.882. Figure 8 com-
pares our best fitM (R) for the 43S1→a(1) 3S1 transition
moment with the corresponding theoretical results of M
nier et al.42 In this figure, the experimental dipole mome
was scaled to the theoretical function atR5Re. The agree-
ment is quite good over the limited range where compari
is possible. Figure 4~b! shows a comparison of the exper
mental spectra with simulations carried out using the pres
IPA potential for the 43S1 state, the composite experiment
a(1) 3S1 potential of Refs. 28 and 54, and the dipole m
ment function calculated by Magnieret al.42

E. Analysis of the hyperfine structure

Our interpretation of the 43S1 hyperfine structure is
based on analyzing the angular momentum coupling tha
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intermediate between Hund’s limiting casesbbJ and bbS .
Our starting point57–61 is the Hamiltonian

H5Hrot1AL•S1bI•S1gN•S1e~3Sz
22S2!, ~6!

whereHrot is the rotational Hamiltonian,AL•S is the spin–
orbit interaction,bI•S is the Fermi contact interaction,62

which is the dominant contribution to the hyperfine structu
of Rydberg states in alkali molecules,27,40,62,63 and e(3Sz

2

2S2) is the spin–spin term. As usual,N is the sum of the
rotational angular momentum of the nuclei~R! plus the elec-
tron orbital angular momentum~L !, S is the total electron
spin, andI is the nuclear spin. We takeI to be the nuclear
spin of Na only, since the nuclear magnetic moment of Na
much larger than that of K.

We consider the matrix representation ofH in a Hund’s
caseb basis, modified to include nuclear spin. The caseb
basis functions may be denoteduaNSJMJ&, and they specify
the electronic, vibrational, and rotational degrees of freedo
a is shorthand for the 43S1 electronic state (L50) and a
particular vibrational levelv, andN, S, J, andMJ are the
angular momentum quantum numbers. The simplest wa
add the nuclear spin is to define direct product sta
uaNSJMJ&uIM I&. Alternatively, one may use the basis stat
uaNSJI;FMF&, which correspond to the coupling scheme

N1S5J, J1I5F. ~7!

The statesuaNSJI;FMF& are eigenfunctions ofN, S, J, I ,
F, andMF and may be constructed as follows:
s

uaNSJI;FMF&5(
MJ

(
MI

C~JMJ ,IM I ;FMF!uaNSJMJ&uIM I&, ~8!

whereC(¯) is a Clebsch–Gordan coefficient. Using sum rules for the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients,64 it can be shown that

^aN8SJ8I ;FMFuHrotuaNSJI;FMF&5dJ8JdN8N^aNSJMJuHrotuaNSJMJ&. ~9!

The statesuaNSJI;FMF& correspond to Hund’s casebbJ ~Ref. 62!. In this basis, bothHrot andgN•S are diagonal. Following
well-established procedures,58–60 one can arrive at the following matrix elements:

^aN8SJ8I ;FMFu~Hrot1gN•S!uaNSJI;FMF&5dJ8JdN8N$BvN~N11!1 1
2g@J~J11!2N~N11!2S~S11!#%. ~10!

For triplet statesS51, and so for eachN, J takes on the valuesN21, N, and N11. Higher order terms such a
Dv@N(N11)#2 may be added as needed.

The alternative coupling scheme

S1I5G, G1N5F, ~11!

which is denotedbbS ~Ref. 62!, corresponds to a basisuaSIGN;FMF& in which the Fermi contact termbI•S is diagonal. That
is,

^aSIG8N8;FMFubI•SuaSIGN;FMF&5dG8GdN8N

b

2
@G~G11!2I ~ I 11!2S~S11!#, ~12!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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whereG takes on the valuesuI 2Su,...,uI 1Su. In the present case (S51 andI 5 3
2), G5 1

2,
3
2, and5

2. The unitary transformation
between the two possible basis sets is given by standard angular momentum algebra:64

^aN8SJI;FMFuaSIGN;FMF&5dN8N~21!F1I 1S1NA~2J11!~2G11!H G S I
J F NJ , ~13!
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where $¯% is a 6j symbol. Using this transformation be
tween the basis sets, it is straightforward to set up and d
onalize the matrix representation of the Hamiltonian.

For aS state in Hund’s caseb, the spin–orbit term in Eq
~6! can be taken to be zero as long as no second-order
turbations are considered. Also, there is no clear experim
tal indication thate is different from zero. Therefore, for th
calculations we performed on the 43S1 state, we dropped
the spin–orbit term, and we usually sete50. With these
simplifications, the analysis above corresponds to the cla
situation where the appropriate coupling scheme depend
the relative values of the coupling constants~g and b) for
two different parts of the Hamiltonian. SinceN is a good
quantum number in either thebbJ or the bbS basis, the
Hamiltonian reduces to

H5BvN~N11!1bI•S1g N•S. ~14!

This form emphasizes that the Hamiltonian consists of a c
stant energy depending only onN plus two termsI•S and
N•S, which are multiplied by different parameters. This ty
of situation was nicely analyzed by Condon and Shortle65

who showed that the relative energy spacings for any rati
the two parameters could be written using dimensionless
rameters. To exploit the parallel to the situation Condon a
Shortley considered, we rewriteN•S as uNuN̂•S, whereN̂ is
a unit vector. Now one part of the Hamiltonian obvious
scales asguNu'g(N1 1

2), and another part asb, leading us
to expect that the relative energy level differences sho
depend primarily on the ratio (N1 1

2)g/b.
We have found, by direct numerical calculation, that t

predicted scaling is essentially exact in the limit of largeN.
Figure 9 illustrates the results obtained. For a particularN,
we show reduced energy levels as a function ofx52b/(N

FIG. 9. Correlation diagram showing the transition between Hund’s ca
bbJ ~on the left! and bbS ~on the right!. The hyperfine energies~scaled as
described in the text! are shown as a function of the dimensionless ratiox

52b/(N1
1
2)g. On the left hand sidex increases from 0 to 1, and on th

right 1/x decreases from 1 to 0.
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2)g. For N*15, we obtain essentially the same reduc

energies for any value ofg/b. The reduced energies wer
obtained by dividing the absolute energies@obtained by di-

rect diagonalization of Eq.~14!# by Ag2(N1 1
2)

21(2b)2 and
then adding the same constant to all the energies to make
average zero. The reduced energies are well described
universal function ofx. In other words, for any specific val
ues ofN, g, andb, the reduced energies will fall very nearl
on the universal curve at the pointx52b/(N1 1

2)g. We
tested this scaling extensively using many values ofg andb,
andN in the range 8–100.~Small values ofN were omitted
because in that case fewer than 12 hyperfine levels ex!
The left-hand side of Fig. 9 corresponds to the limiting ca
bbJ , for which (N1 1

2)g@2b. In this case, the spin-rotatio
interaction@depending on (N1 1

2)g] leads to the coarse split
ting of the states, and the hyperfine interaction~depending on
b) causes smaller structure. The right-hand side correspo
to Hund’s casebbS, for which 2b@(N1 1

2)g. Here the roles
of the spin-rotation and hyperfine interactions are revers
The midpoint of the graph isx51 or equal coupling
strengths (N1 1

2)g52b. For the 43S1 levels we have inves-
tigated, the ratiog/b is such that 1/x changes from around
0.3 for N;14 to around 0.9 forN;46. Therefore, asN
increases, one expects to see a transformation in the stru
of the hyperfine multiplets that corresponds to moving fro
the right-hand side of Fig. 9 towards the middle.

The present situation (L50) is simpler than the genera
case, because without the spin–orbit interaction there ar
matrix elements connecting states of the sameJ and different
N. For a generalL, we diagonalize a 12312 matrix for each
value of F that includes states withN5F2 5

2,F2 3
2,...,

F1 5
2. States of one rotational levelN and a givenF may be

coupled to the states of the sameF and a differentN. To
obtain all the states for a particularN, we must diagonalize
matrices for several values ofF. The coupling betweenN
andN8 levels does not occur forS states, so in this case th
correlation diagram in Fig. 9 represents all the coupled sta
for any givenN. The only effect of the specific value ofN is
to set an absolute energy,BvN(N11) ~plus a term involving
Dv if needed!. Another simplification in the present discu
sion is that the spin–spin term is neglected. The simple
pendence on (N1 1

2)g/b no longer holds whene is nonzero.

F. Method of fitting the hyperfine structure

We wish to determine the parametersb and g for the
model Hamiltonian given by Eq.~14! that best fit the data. In
principle these parameters may depend onv, and our results
will confirm that g does exhibit a strong dependence onv.
We will describe first the techniques we used to fit the h
perfine structure of each (v,N) level separately. The basi

es
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computational tool is a nonlinear least-squares fitting p
gram based on the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm.

As discussed in the previous section, we can calcu
the energies of the 12 hyperfine levels for a given (v,N) for
any specific values ofb andg. SinceBv ~as well asDv and
Tv) contributes only an additive constant to the absolute
ergies @cf. Eq. ~14!#, we can treat each (v,N) level com-
pletely independently if we consider only energy differenc
between the hyperfine levels. Twelve energies would prov
11 pieces of data to be fitted by two parameters. Howe
several issues complicate that simple picture. The 12 en
levels for each (v,N) could not always be clearly assigned
peaks in the experimental scans. In some cases, two or m
levels were separated by less than their homogeneous
widths. In other cases, peak positions were difficult to
solve due to low signal-to-noise ratios. Finally, one of the
lines is missing from each spectrum because of selec
rules.

To account for these complications, we based the fitt
procedure on the following two-step strategy. We first ide
tified the peaks whose assignments were reasonably ce
For example, from Fig. 9 it is clear that, near thebbS limit
(1/x!1, right-hand side of Fig. 9!, the first three energie
~counting from the bottom! are usually well separated an
that the next three energies are always very close toge
We normally took the average of the fourth, fifth, and six
calculated hyperfine energies to give a single value to fi
the large central peak. The seventh peak~again, assuming the
ordering on the right-hand side of the correlation diagra!

TABLE IV. Results of individual fits that determinedb and g for each
(v,N) level indicated. The last column gives the RMS deviation of fitt
hyperfine level energies from the measured energies.

v N
b

(1022 cm21)
g

(1024 cm21)
RMS deviation
(1024 cm21)

0 39 1.018 1.44
1a 37 1.0 2.0
2a 37 1.0 2.0
4a 39 1.0 2.0
5a 39 1.0 2.0
6 39 1.013 2.11 0.95
7 39 1.026 2.32 1.94
8 39 1.018 2.22 2.56
9a 39 1.0 2.0

11a 39 1.0 2.0
13 37 0.910 5.79 10.5
13 39 0.879 6.46 15.6
15a 39 1.0 2.0
16 39 1.047 6.98 10.0
17 39 0.930 3.46
17 37 0.952 3.88
20 14 0.960 4.72 3.50
23 37 0.974 4.18
25 25 0.985 3.18 4.16
25 27 0.996 3.33 3.00
28 37 0.997 3.66 6.01
28 39 0.983 3.62 3.40
29 44 1.018 3.73 5.59
29 46 1.030 3.52 6.61
32 16 1.029 4.02 3.53
34 39 1.034 4.14

aFor thisv, the value ofg given is an estimated upper bound.
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often could also be easily identified. This peak appears in
R branch spectrum shown in Fig. 2~d!. We obtained prelimi-
nary values ofb andg for each (v,N) level by fitting three to
five spacings between the clearly resolved peaks. The re
of the preliminary fit predicted positions for all 12 hyperfin
energies, and we used those positions to assign the rema
experimental peaks to specific states. The fit was then
formed again, including additional energy spacings. The n
values forb andg never changed by more than 5%. Table
shows the results of these fits. Table IV also reports estim
of b and g for several additional experimental scans whe
some peaks were too close to be resolved. All of the res
in the table are consistent with the conclusion thatb has the
value 0.9960.04 cm21 for these 43S1 rovibrational levels.
This result is within a few percent of values measured for
1 3D ~Ref. 1! andc(2) 3S1 ~Refs. 26, 38, and 40! electronic
states of NaK.

Once we have determined values ofb andg for each of
the (v,N) levels considered, we can investigate how ea
scan corresponds to a different point on the correlation d

FIG. 10. Comparison between experiment and theory for the hyperfine s
tings of the indicated (v,N) levels of the 43S1 state. The horizontal axis is
in cm21, and the displacement of each scan along the vertical axis is

portional to (N1
1
2)g, according to the scaling predicted by theory. Th

largest peak of each experimental scan is lined up with the average o
three closely spaced theoretical levels. The stick spectra show the spa
predicted by the correlation diagram of Fig. 9. The line in each of theP and
R spectra forbidden because of selection rules is omitted.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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gram in Fig. 9. Figure 10 shows selected results that ill
trate how the experimental results for different (v,N) levels
correspond to different intermediate angular moment
coupling. The dotted lines are theoretical calculations of
absolute energy spacings~horizontal axis! as a function of
(N1 1

2)g ~vertical axis! for the fixed value b50.977
31022 cm21, a typical value ofb from the individual fits in
Table IV.

Another way to consider the results is to examine
dependence ofb andg on v. Figure 11 presents our resul
in this way; the best-fit values are shown for every (v,N)
level considered. The bottom panel shows that the dep
dence ofb on v is quite weak. The most striking feature o
the data is thatg exhibits a very strongv dependence. Ou
preliminary interpretation is that this structure arises beca
g is the sum of two terms:g5g (1)1g (2) ~Refs. 66–69!.
Hereg (1) arises in first-order perturbation theory as the a
erage value, in the electronic state of interest, of a partic
one electron operator.g (2) appears in second-order perturb
tion theory when the effects of other electronic states
taken into account. We suspect thatg (1) depends smoothly
on v over the range shown in the figure and thatg (2) exhibits
a strong dependence onv due to the varying strength of th
perturbation by the nearby 33P electronic state.

We also investigated the effect of including a spin–s
interaction@cf. Eq. ~6!#. We used the same procedure as b
fore; several (v,N) scans were fitted separately. The para
eters adjusted wereb, g, and the spin–spin constante. The
final values ofb andg for eachv were within 8% of those
determined on the first pass. Most of the values ofe fell
between22.431023 and 21.531023 cm21, although the
value for (v,N)5(25,27) was anomalously low (e525.4
31024 cm21).

Including the spin–spin interaction leads to slightly b
ter agreement between experiment and theory; the calcu
energies come closer to several individual peaks. The va
of b in the individual fits show a weak dependence on vib
tional number, and the best fit values ofg still exhibit a
strong dependence onv. Although we did not perform a full
statistical analysis, we do not think including three adjusta

FIG. 11. The best-fit values ofb and g as a function ofv. The circles
indicate best-fit values, and the squares are estimated upper bounds.
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parameters instead of two leads to any useful new inform
tion. The fit usingb andg appears preferable. The objectiv
of further work will be to develop a quantitative explanatio
of the v dependence of these parameters.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the energies of 107 rovibrational
els of the NaK 43S1 state using PFOODR spectroscopy. W
also measured spectrally resolved 43S1→a(1) 3S1 bound-
free fluorescence, which enabled us to establish the abso
vibrational numbering of the 43S1 levels. The measured
level energies were used to determine the 43S1 potential
with the RKR and IPA methods. The potentials obtained
very similar to the theoretical potential of Magnieret al.41,42

We also calculated the intensity of the bound-free fluor
cence as a function of wavelength, using several transi
dipole moment functionsM (R). The quality of the RKR and
IPA potentials determined in this work is validated by the
ability to reproduce the positions of the peaks and trough
the oscillating spectra. Similarly, the quality of the transiti
dipole moment function is tested by its ability to reprodu
the relative magnitudes of the peaks in the oscillatory sp
tra. The spectra calculated using the transition dipole m
ment of Magnieret al.agree very well with the experimenta
spectra, confirming the high quality of the theoretical calc
lations. A slightly better fit was obtained by varyingM (R)
using a quadratic trial function.

The 43S1 hyperfine structure presents a unique sign
ture pattern resulting from a combination of spin-rotati
and Fermi-contact interactions. We have analyzed this st
ture and determined the Fermi contact constantb and the
spin-rotation constantg for many of the levels. The result
indicate that the angular momentum coupling scheme va
with N, shifting from the limiting casebbS towardsbbJ asN
increases. The Fermi contact constant is independent o
brational level, while the spin-rotation parameter varies c
siderably withv. Future work will explore this dependenc
in more detail.
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